
This is a copy of the first edition of Sharon Keller's treasury of Jewish art and literature spanning several thousand years, from the biblical period to the modern era.


This book is about the American Jewish Immigrant experience from 1880-1950 and how they adapted to American culture while retaining some of their Jewish culture.


This is an autobiographical story about Anne Roiphe, a self declared feminist who is of Jewish origin, and the experiences that she goes through when she learns that her daughter has gone to Israel, and joined an ultra-orthodox group of Jews.


This book is about the American Jewish Immigrant experience from 1881-1924, in the Lower East Side of New York City, and how they adapted to American culture while retaining some of their Jewish culture.


In this edition of Maus I, Art Spigelman communicates his inquiry and experiences that he has with his father about his father's experiences during the Holocaust, in a comic book format.


In this sequel to Maus I, Art Spigelman communicates his second inquiry and experiences that he has with his father about his father's experiences during the Holocaust, in a comic book format.

In this first edition copy, Mathew Reisz takes the reader on a tour of the larger and famous Jewish Ghettos of Europe, with pictures and history of every place mentioned.


In this first edition copy by Neil Folber are pictures and history of synagogues from all over the world; including North America, Caribbean, Europe, North Africa, the Middle East, and Asia.


In this first edition copy put together by Elkan Adler, are the historical autobiographies of 19 different Jewish travelers written during or soon after their travels. Places traveled to include Europe, Central Asia, India, the Middle East and North Africa, with each account giving descriptions of what life was like in those parts of the world 500-1000 years ago.


In this book by Alfred Kolatch is explained why almost every Jewish tradition exists, from keeping Kosher to Marriage taboos.


In this book by Lewis Glinert are the definitions and histories of Jewish, Yiddish, and Hebrew sayings and words.


In this first edition copy by Eli Banavi is a history and historical maps of the Jewish people throughout the world from the time of the patriarchs to the present.


This book is an English translation of the chapter Zohar, from the Kabbalah, the Jewish Book of mysticism written several hundred years ago.


In this second edition copy by Martin Gilbert is a history and historical maps of the Jewish people throughout the world.

In this book by Thomas Keneally is the true story of how Oscar Schindler saved over a thousand Jews during the Holocaust. The book was later made into a movie.


This is the tenth edition copy made by the Jewish Publication Society of America for the Jews serving in the U.S. armed services. It was my grandfather's in World War Two.


Howard Schwartz has put together a collection of Jewish folktales from around the world, some being a thousand years old, in this book.


Jeff Smith has put together a cook book of different foods from the biblical period, primarily from the Old Testament, a.k.a. Torah.


In this cookbook Gil Marks has collected Jewish recipes from Europe, North Africa, Ethiopia, and India. With some of the recipes is a brief history of the Jews from the region from where the recipe is from.


In this book Thomas Cahill gives an essay on how a tribe of desert nomads changed the way everyone thinks and feels, and has influenced and shaped modern civilization.


In this mystery murder novel by Gustav Meyrink, there is a murder in the Jewish Ghetto of Krakow, Czechoslovakia that might be related to the mysterious Golem, a creature made of earth from the fourteenth century.